Let Grenzebach take you to the next level

You are focused • communicative • innovative • you are a go-getter • you like to think outside of the box • you enjoy working in a team and towards common goals • challenges motivate you • you adapt well into new surroundings • come on-board and let us take you to the next level on your career path

Our subsidiary in Newnan, GA is currently seeking for a period of 6 months, starting in March 2018, an:

Intern in Quality, Safety & Environment (f/m)

Your profile

– College student aiming towards a Bachelor’s degree in Industrial Engineering (major Environment), Ecology, or other environmental sciences
– Ideally with previous work experience in the field of Quality, Safety & Environment
– Familiar with ISO 9001 and ISO 14001 standards
– Excellent knowledge of the MS Office Suite
– Excellent command of English
– Systematic and independent way of working, but also ability to work in a team
– Flexibility and a high level of commitment

Your tasks

– Assisting the manager of the Quality, Safety & Environmental dept. (QSE), e.g. with the inspection of parts in the shop area
– Working on and supporting the team with current projects and tasks
– Conducting safety trainings and documentations
– Internet researches for current QSE projects
– Safety walks on the company’s grounds
– Observance of all quality standards and reviewing ISO 9001:2008 handbook
– Keep track of the internal documentation of various QSE processes
– Updating the intranet pages of the QSE department

Grenzebach I A leading global mechanical and electrical equipment manufacturing company in the field of processing line construction and automation of production processes

A family-owned company with 1,600 employees worldwide, 500 engineers in 10 countries at 21 locations. We have customers in the glass, solar, building materials as well as wood and airport industries. For the chemical industries we develop procedural machines. Achieving highest quality in our products as well as having innovative technologies, we belong to the top companies of the world. We stand for continuous expansion and development of our product spectrum and constant optimization of production processes to provide our customers just what they need.

Additional information

– Starting date: February/March 2018
– Duration: 6 months
– Housing: rented from Grenzebach ($400/ month)
– Compensation: $8 / hour

Please send your application documents via e-mail to intern@grenzebach.com

www.grenzebach.com